
K95 has been designed with the aim of eliminating downtime in production due 

to the continuous change of jobs

A growing reality in a market in constant growth and development, where just-

in-time is no longer a value-added service but a must for customer loyalty

Current system in the market provide a production time of aproximately half its 

processing time, with doubled production costs

Kern K95 will assure:

Production time = processing time

Kern 95 - A Smarter Concept

K95 is a Card personalization and mailing system

Its parallel multichannel structure allows to perform different processes 

simultaneously, both on personalization and/or in the affixing section

Urgent last minute requests will no longer represent an inconvenience and can 

be easily / rapidly integrated into a running process with inexisting downtime and 

change over

K95 will become the heart of your production, the thinking brain

95

PersAffix System



Kern 95 - Perso Kern 95 - Affixing Kern 95 - Mailing

Inserting Section
Based on the Kern 3500 (designed for a speed up to 26,000 env. / hour)

Largely tested over the years and globally recognized as the best inserting 

system (proved by over 800 installations all over the world)

 Up to max 24 selective enclosure feeders

 Possibility to check the correctness of the enclosure  by BC, DM reading

 Possibility to check the correctness of the envelope by BC, DM reading

 Production Control, for closing and certification of batch processing

 Dynamic weighing scale at the end of line

Envelope Printing
 Color or Monochrome Inkjet printer (up to 1,600 x 1,600 dpi)

 Full coverage of the envelope

 Dynamic logo printing for envelopes with window

 Dynamic logo and addresses printing for envelopes without window

Sorting Section
 Variable number of outputs, selectable from job

 Up to a maximum of 12 outputs

 Restore procedure assisted by the operator

Card Personalization
 Full personalization methods are provided:

 Multiple chip encoding (contact and contactless)

 Magnetic stripe encoding

 Thermal printing

 Embossing

 Infilling / Indenting

 Laser Engraving

 Each personalization module is interchangeable (plug and play)

 Control Camera for cardbody is placed on each line

 Highest modularity in configuration

 Single feeder for bulk volumes

 Multi feeders for micro processes

 Collection cups for jobs without card affixing

 The dual synchronization buffer on each Personalization line ensures 

continuity in case of mailer stops (Ex: label change)

Card Section
 Additional cards feeding (for re-processing micro job or affixing)

 Various Card reading available:

 Barcode or Datamatrix

 Camera (OCR, BC, DM)

 Microchip reader contact / contactless

 Magnetic Stripe Reader

 Selective Spinner before each reader for correct position

 Readings for processes from additional feeder

 Double check readings for production control of Personalization lines

 Card buffer for synchronization with carrier (laser) printer

Carrier Printing & Feeding
 Adjustable HW interface for connection to any digital printer

 SW interface for each type of compatible digital Windows printer

 Print management software

 Variable Graphics and data inside the same job

 Dynamic Multitray management for processing pre-printed carrier

 Synchronizing buffer between printer and mailer

 Full page scanning carrier

 No mechanical adjustment of the reader

 Carrier identification through BC or DM placed in any position

 Carrier layout Recognition from pre-printed BC  or DM code

 Correct recognition carrier orientation

 4 pockets folder to provide wide selection of folds:

 "Z" - "S" - "C" - "G" - Half

 Carrier folding before card application assures highest quality

 Possibility of Motorized pockets for automated settings

 

Affixing Section
 Two transversal and one longitudinal turning modules allow any 

processing and correct repositioning of the carrier for enveloping

 Transversal turning modules also act as carrier bypass

 The first in case of double carrier feeding

 The second in case of mismatch between carrier and card

 The carrier reopening, after folding phase, allows placement on the 2/3 

of carrier or on its half based on folding type

 The patented RoboCard enables a variable number of cards on each 

carrier, in any position and degrees of rotation in accordance with 

carrier specifications

 The RoboCard rejects not appropriate cards (missing carrier, incorrect 

readings, card or carrier not belonging to the job) maintaining active the 

mailer

 Cards presence control:

 View: with presence and correct positioning camera (option: image 

recording)

 Weight: electronic dynamic scale for control, sheet by sheet, of 

card presence on each single piece

 Mechanical: through two mechanical probes

 Final station of pre grouping mailing to stack documents composed of 

variable number of sheets.




